1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

Suppose that we are interested in the causal effects of variables *A* and *B* on outcome *Y* , and, more specifically, in assessing whether these effects interfere with each other as a result of *A* and *B* being co-involved in a mechanism. Geneticists, for example, are interested in compositional epistasis ([@KXS049C3]; [@KXS049C18]; [@KXS049C5]): the idea of a gene variant, *A*, that can nullify a phenotypic effect of gene variant *B*. More broadly, in this paper, *A* and *B* denote variables that can (conceivably if not technologically) be manipulated, such as treatments, or epidemiological or environmental exposures. In an attempt to embrace this spectrum, we shall refer to the above idea of interference as "mechanistic interaction". For a discussion of interaction in the context of studies of molecular mechanisms of disease, see, e.g. [@KXS049C4].

We would often wish to infer mechanistic interaction from data collected under an observational regime, e.g. from medical records. This problem has been tackled by several authors, including [@KXS049C19]; [@KXS049C13]; [@KXS049C20]; [@KXS049C29], [@KXS049C30]); [@KXS049C23], [@KXS049C24], [@KXS049C26]); [@KXS049C28]; [@KXS049C22]. Many of these consider the special case where *A*, *B*, and *Y* are binary, and show that the following conditions will, depending on assumptions, imply some form of mechanistic interaction: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} \hbox{Excess risk:}\quad R_{11c}-R_{10c}-R_{01c} > 0,\label{eq1.1}\end{equation*}\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} \hbox{Superadditivity:} \quad R_{11c}-R_{10c}-R_{01c} + R_{00c} >0.\label{eq1.2} \end{equation*}\end{document}$$ Here *R*~*abc*~ is the observational probability of the outcome event for an individual who has *A*=*a* and *B*=*b*, with *a*,*b*=0 or 1, conditional on an appropriately chosen set *C* of observed variables attaining value *c* (with *C* possibly empty and unaffected by (*A*,*B*)).

Current justifications of the above conditions are based on the potential outcomes (PO) formulation of causality ([@KXS049C21]), or equivalent formulations. In the PO formulation, the value that *Y* would take in response to an intervention that sets (*A*,*B*) to values (*a*,*b*) (for a particular individual in particular circumstances) is regarded as a potential outcome, *Y* ~*ab*~, existing even before the intervention on (*A*,*B*) is performed. As noted by [@KXS049C17], this conception is formally equivalent to the assumption that there exists an "error variable" *U*, prior to and independent of (*A*,*B*), such that we can express *Y* as a deterministic function of *A*, *B*, and *U*, that is, *Y* =*f*(*A*,*B*,*U*). In this case, we shall have *Y* ~*ab*~=*f*(*a*,*b*,*U*); conversely, if we start by assuming the prior existence of all the potential outcomes, we can *define* *U* to be the collection of all of these, with the function *f* simply picking out the component indexed by (*a*,*b*).

An important distinction ([@KXS049C10]), fundamental to our approach here, is between the case where *U* can be treated as a real and potentially measurable quantity in the physical world, and that where it is not (as will, for example, be the case when *U* is taken to be the collection of all potential outcomes, which by their very definition are not simultaneously observable). In the latter case, the functional relation *Y* ~*ab*~=*f*(*a*;*b*;*U*) might be termed "formally deterministic", and does not require or imply any form of determinism in the real world. In the contrary case where *U* can be regarded as a pretreatment variable that could (in principle at least) be measured in the real world, the above functional relationship grows teeth, and asserts genuine real-world deterministic behavior. In this special case, we say that the functional relation *Y* ~*ab*~=*f*(*a*;*b*;*U*) is "deeply deterministic" and we can indeed regard each potential outcome *Y* ~*ab*~, which is a function of *U*, as a real-world pretreatment variable. Whereas it is generally possible to produce formal determinism by purely mathematical manipulations, this is not so for deep determinism, which imposes strong restrictions on how the world behaves, and may or may not be appropriate according to circumstances.

In the PO approach, mechanistic interaction is interpreted as the existence of at least one individual who would develop the outcome *Y* =1 if both *A* and *B* are set to 1, but not if only one of them is: formally, *Y* ~11~=1,*Y* ~01~=*Y* ~10~=0. If we construe the probability *R*~*abc*~ as the expected value of *Y* ~*ab*~ over the individuals in stratum *C*=*c*, then, under suitable assumptions of no confounding and monotonicity of the potential outcomes, the excess risk and superadditivity conditions of ([1.1](#KXS049M1x1){ref-type="disp-formula"})--([1.2](#KXS049M1x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) imply that the event $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*}\label{eq1.3} Y_{11}-Y_{01}-Y_{10} >0 \end{equation*}\end{document}$$ has positive probability in stratum *C*=*c*, which implies mechanistic interaction by definition ([@KXS049C29]). We regard this as meaningful only when we can conceive of the *Y* ~*ab*~ as real-world, coexisting variables that characterize the individual prior to any intervention on (*A*,*B*). This requires the existence of a deeply deterministic functional relationship *Y* =*f*(*A*;*B*;*C*;*U*), where *U* is potentially---if not actually---observable and unaffected by (*A*,*B*).

A further assumption, which we call *full determinism*, is required in the typical PO formulation: that each variable on a causal path from (*A*,*B*) to *Y* depends on its direct causes via a functional relationship. Full determinism is a necessary assumption in many approaches to mechanistic interaction, e.g. in the sufficient causation approach ([@KXS049C29]; [@KXS049C25]). Again, in these approaches, we can and should also distinguish between formal and deep determinism.

In our view, when no appropriate assumption of deep determinism for *Y* can be made, mechanistic interaction ceases to be meaningful. We do, however, extend our analysis beyond full determinism, by considering situations where some "mediator" variables along a causal path from (*A*,*B*) to *Y* depend stochastically on their causes. It is not obvious how we should tackle such situations within the PO framework.

We abandon the PO framework in favor of [@KXS049C7], [@KXS049C8]) decision-theoretic approach to causal inference. The present formulation and justification of mechanistic interaction are therefore novel, as is our analysis of the rôle of deep determinism in the problem. Under assumptions of full and deep determinism for *Y*, our approach to mechanistic interaction will lead to the same mathematical analysis as the previous, PO-based, methods. But in the presence of a stochastic mediator of the effect of (*A*,*B*) on *Y* , we show in §4.1 that an analysis of mechanistic interaction between *total* effects is no longer justified, whereas an analysis of interaction between *direct* effects (that operate when the value of the stochastic mediator is fixed by a real or hypothetical intervention) may---under an additional assumption---be justified.

A further contribution of the paper is to extend analysis of mechanistic interaction to situations where one of *A* and *B* has been obtained by dichotomizing a continuous measurement. We compare this with the recent independent proposal of [@KXS049C27] for a similar situation. We present an illustrative study in cardiology.

2.. Main example {#s2}
================

According to the diagrams of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}, the risk of an early infarction, *Y* =1, is directly influenced by a genetic variant, *A*, by physical activity, *B*, by a set *W*~1~ of proxies for social status, by a set *U* of unobserved variables, and by body mass, *W*~2~. The latter is, in turn, directly influenced by *A*,*B*,*W*~1~ and by a further set, *U*′, of unobserved variables. Further explanation is given in the figure caption. For the time being, ignore the *σ* nodes. Of interest is the question whether the effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* interact mechanistically. Fig. 1.These are two examples of an augmented causal diagram (ACD) (see §4.2) that represent different sets of assumptions about the same epidemiological study. The binary outcome variable *Y* indicates early occurrence (between ages 40 and 45) of an acute myocardial infarction. The binary factor *A* represents deleterious homozygosity (presence of two copies of the deleterious allele, *A*=1) at diallelic locus rs9939609. This locus is believed to exert a regulatory influence on more than one gene, thus possibly influencing unrelated molecular pathways, represented in the diagrams by non-overlapping paths from *A* to *Y* . The factor *B* represents "average number of days per week of at least 20 min of strenuous physical exercise". In both diagrams, *A* and *B* influence *Y* directly, and indirectly through changes in body mass *W*~2~. Node *W*~1~ represents a collection of variables related to social status, including profession, geographical area of origin, and drinking habit. Both diagrams contain the assumption that, conditionally on *W*~1~, none of the unobserved influences on *Y* , denoted as *U*, further influences body mass. Full arrowheads denote functional dependence, whereas indented arrowheads represent fully stochastic dependence. While in (a) dependence of *W*~2~ on its direct influences is taken to be deterministic, in (b) it is taken to be fully stochastic, so that, in the latter figure, *W*~2~ acts as a stochastic mediator. The two diagrams contain decision nodes representing regime indicators, *σ*~*AB*~ and *σ*~*W*~2~~, indicating whether the corresponding variables---to which they send arrows---are manipulated or simply observed (see §4).

Although Figures [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a) and (b) represent the same epidemiological study, assumptional differences between them impact on the assessment of mechanistic interaction. One difference is that the full arrowheads into *W*~2~ of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a) are replaced in Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(b) by indented arrowheads. This is intended to indicate that dependence of *W*~2~ on its direct influences is taken to be deterministic in the former diagram, and fully stochastic in the latter diagram. Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a) embodies the following assumed functional relationships: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} Y = f(A,B,W_1,W_2,U),\label{eq2.1}\end{equation*}\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*}W_2 = f'(A,B,W_1,U').\label{eq2.2} \end{equation*}\end{document}$$ On substituting for *W*~2~ in ([2.1](#KXS049M2x1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) from ([2.2](#KXS049M2x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we see that variable *Y* can be expressed as a deterministic function of (*A*,*B*) and variables unaffected by (*A*,*B*): *Y* =*f*′′(*A*,*B*,*W*~1~,*U*,*U*′). Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a) thus incorporates full determinism.

The functional relationships ([2.1](#KXS049M2x1){ref-type="disp-formula"})--([2.2](#KXS049M2x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) require genuine deterministic dependence of myocardial infarction, *Y* , and body mass, *W*~2~, on prior variables: assumptions that deserve scrutiny. Our study experts feel comfortable with ([2.1](#KXS049M2x1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), on the grounds that a relatively small set of measurable conditions (e.g. disturbances in lipoprotein handling, vulnerability of endothelial integrity, altered arterial inflammation, and disruption of the normal process of clot and thrombus formation) could, depending also on obesity and physical activity, be assumed to make the infarction inevitable.

In contrast, the experts perceive the restriction imposed by ([2.2](#KXS049M2x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) on the behavior of body mass as incompatible with their view of this variable as the resultant of a complex dynamic process of interaction between the individual\'s genetic and psychological characteristics and the cultural and social environment. This shifts interest from the model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a) to the reduced determinism model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(b).

We will show that mechanistic inference about the *total* effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* is justified under the model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a), but not under that of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(b). We will also show that---under additional assumptions---the latter model justifies mechanistic inference about the *direct* (as opposed to total) effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* , controlling for *W*~2~. We shall also examine the conditions under which the required dichotomization of variable *B*, originally elicited as the number of days per week of physical exercise, does not affect the validity of the analysis.

3.. Deep determinism and interference {#s3}
=====================================

Let the binary random variable *Y* indicate occurrence (*Y* =1) or non-occurrence (*Y* =0) of an outcome event of interest, depending causally (in a sense to be later clarified) on factors of interest *A* and *B*. The response *Y* will, in general, depend on a set of additional *context variables* *V* some of which may be unknown. Let the set of possible values of *A* (respectively, *B*, *V*) be denoted by 𝒜 (respectively, ℬ,𝒱); these may be arbitrary sets.

Our fundamental assumption---which would need justification in any application---is that, under any interventional regime that sets the values of *A* and *B* to some configuration (*a*,*b*), the response *Y* would be fully determined, without further variation, by (*a*,*b*,*V*); that is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*}\label{eq3.1} Y = f(a,b,V), \end{equation*}\end{document}$$ for any value of *V* and some (typically unknown) deterministic function *f*. This is our *deep determinism* assumption. The set *V* may contain variables affected by *A* and/or *B*.

We wish to investigate *context-specific* causal effects---the effects of *A* and *B* upon *Y* in a given "context" *V* =*v*. More specifically, we shall investigate whether, in some context *V* =*v*, the effects (on *Y*) of manipulating *A* and *B* interfere with each other, in some sense. The following definition is one way of formalizing this notion of interference, under the deep determinism assumption ([3.1](#KXS049M3x1){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

Definition 3.1 (Interference)We say that *B* *interferes* with *A* in producing the event *Y* =1 if there are values *b*~1~,*b*~2~∈ℬ such that, in some context *V* =*v*, setting *B*=*b*~1~ causes *Y* to be 0, no matter how we manipulate *A*; whereas, in the same context, when we set *B*=*b*~2~, the value imposed on *A* makes a difference to *Y* . Formally, there is some *v*∈𝒱 such that, for some *a*~1~,*a*~2~∈𝒜 and *b*~1~,*b*~2~∈ℬ, all *a*∈𝒜: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*}\label{def3.2} f(a, b_1,v) = f(a_1, b_2,v) = 0, \quad f(a_2, b_2,v) = 1. \end{equation*}\end{document}$$

The above definition does not capture all the patterns we might intuitively associate with the idea of mechanistic interaction. In particular, it does not address *qualitative interaction*, where changing the value of one factor changes the sign of the effect of the other. This exclusion is mitigated by the existence of tests for qualitative interaction (see, for example, [@KXS049C2]); these do not require assumptions of determinism, essentially because qualitative interaction cannot be removed by model transformation.

Our definition of interference captures a possible asymmetry of the interference relationship. This is illustrated by the electrical example of Figure [2](#KXS049F2){ref-type="fig"} (see figure caption for a description of the example), where switch *A* interferes with switch *B*, but not vice versa, as a consequence of the circuit structure. However, when *A* and *B* are both binary, the mathematical framework is unable to capture such asymmetries---even though, in certain applications, we might consider only one of the two possible directions of the interference relationship as meaningful (e.g. "the antiviral drug interferes with the effect of an exposure to virus"). Fig. 2.In this electrical circuit, imagine that an electrical voltage is applied between pins $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {G}$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {Y}$\end{document}$. Let *Y* =1 indicate the absence of current between these two pins. Let *Y* =0 indicate the presence of current between these two pins. Switches *A*~1~,*A*~2~,*B*, and *V* may be OPEN or CLOSED; variable *A* indexes the four possible configurations of the *A*-switches, and variable *B* the two positions of the *B*-switch, while switch *V* acts as the unobserved context variable. A voltage is applied between pins $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {G}$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {Y}$\end{document}$, and current will flow (*Y* =1) if there is a path between the two pins along which all switches are closed; otherwise, there is no current (*Y* =0). Then, in context *V* =CLOSED, the action of opening *A*~2~ causes *Y* to be 0, no matter how we set *B*. However, in the same context, when *A*~2~ is CLOSED and *A*~1~ is OPEN, the value of *Y* will depend on the position of *B*. Hence, *A* interferes with *B* in producing the event *Y* =1. The reader may verify that *B* does not interfere with *A* in producing *Y* =1.

A referee has remarked that, in the binary case, the above notion of interference is not invariant to recodings of the variables, (*A*,*B*,*Y*), that switch 0s with 1s. But we do not want invariance. Mechanistic interaction in producing the event *Y* =1 is a different thing from interaction in preventing it. One should always specify whether interest lies in "production" or "prevention", with the specific application suggesting the choice. The default interpretation of "interference" will hereafter be "interference in producing".

4.. Assumptions and testing {#s4}
===========================

Variable *B* will hereafter be ordered categorical or continuous, while *A* will be ordered categorical. Our method requires *A* and *B* to be dichotomized to produce binary (0,1) variables *α* and *β*, respectively. Variable *A* will have to be dichotomized at its highest level, that is, *α*=1 must correspond to *A* taking on its highest value *a*^max^, whereas *B* can be dichotomized at an arbitrary level. We shall continue to make use of inequalities ([1.1](#KXS049M1x1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([1.2](#KXS049M1x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), but with the reinterpretation *R*~*ijc*~=*P*(*Y* =1\|*α*=*i*,*β*=*j*,*C*=*c*) (in the observational regime). In general, interference between *A* and *B* in producing *Y* =1 will not be testable by applying the excess risk or superadditivity condition to observational data, owing to confounding and/or selection, and, even when it is, the validity of the test will depend on appropriate choice of stratifying variables *C*. The following two sets of conditions are jointly sufficient for the testability of interference of *B* with *A* in producing *Y* =1, as defined by ([3.2](#KXS049M3x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), by applying the excess risk condition to observational data.

Condition 4.1 (Structural conditions)Variable *A* is ordered categorical, and *Y* is binary.The *deep determinism* assumption of ([3.1](#KXS049M3x1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) holds, with context variable *V* =(*W*,*U*), where the (possibly empty) set of variables *W* is observed and *U* unobserved. Thus, *Y* =*f*(*A*,*B*,*W*,*U*).(*Monotonicity of the effect of *A**) For any fixed (*w*,*u*), either *f*(*a*,*b*,*w*,*u*) is a non-decreasing function of *a* for all *b*, or it is a non-increasing function of *a* for all *b*.

[@KXS049C26] has provided, within a PO approach to the problem, empirical tests for interference that do not require the monotonicity assumption above. Our main motivation for keeping this assumption is our decision to focus on the consequences of dichotomizing a continuous causal factor for the mechanistic interaction tests. Further conditions are needed because our aim is to test for a property (interference) that refers to an *interventional* regime of manipulation of (*A*,*B*), by using data collected under an *observational* regime, in which *A* and *B* are not manipulated. Let the observational and interventional regimes of manipulation of (*A*,*B*) be denoted by *o* and *e*, respectively, and let *σ*~*AB*~ denote the regime indicator for (*A*,*B*), with values *o* and *e*. We use, for example, the symbol *p*(*Y* \|*A*=*a*,*B*=*b*,*σ*~*AB*~=*e*) to denote the distribution of *Y* under an intervention that sets *A* to value *a*, and *B* to value *b*, whereas we use *p*(*Y* \|*A*=*a*,*B*=*b*,*σ*~*AB*~=*o*) to denote the distribution of *Y* in a subject characterized by variables *A* and *B* being *observed* to take values *a* and *b*, respectively. These two distributions will, in general, be different. Inference about causative interaction is only possible if the two distributions have certain similarities that can be expressed using the conditional independence notation of [@KXS049C6], [@KXS049C8]) as follows.

Condition 4.2 (Causal conditions)There is a set *C* of observed variables, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$C \supseteq W$\end{document}$, such that: *Y* ⊥⊥ *σ*~*AB*~\|(*A*,*B*,*W*,*U*);*U* ⊥⊥ (*A*,*B*,*σ*~*AB*~)\|*C*;(unnecessary if *β*=1 corresponds to just one value of *B*): *A* ⊥⊥ *B*\|(*C*,*σ*~*AB*~).

Condition 4.2(1) requires that the functional relationship ([3.2](#KXS049M3x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which was assumed to hold when *A* and *B* are set by intervention, should also hold, unchanged, under observational circumstances. Informally stated, this means requiring that the effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* be unconfounded, given *U* and *W*. In §4.2, we show that this condition is straightforwardly checked with the aid of a causal diagram. Condition 4.2(2) requires that, in stratum *C*=*c*, the distribution of *U* be the same under both interventional and observational conditions and, further, be independent of *A* and *B*. Finally, Condition 4.2(3) requires that, in stratum *C*=*c*, variables *A* and *B* be independent in the observational regime (under an interventional regime this property will hold vacuously).

Theorem 4.1Assume that the above structural and causal conditions are satisfied. Then if, in the observational regime, the excess risk condition ([1.1](#KXS049M1x1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) holds in some stratum *C*=*c* of the population, variable *B* interferes with *A* in producing the event *Y* = 1.

For a proof of the theorem, see §S.1 of [supplementary material available at *Biostatistics* online](http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/biostatistics/kxs049/-/DC1).

In certain applications, one may be able to replace the above monotonicity assumption by the stronger assumption that the effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* are both *positive monotonic*. This asserts that an increase in either *A* or *B* does not induce a decrease in *Y* , whatever be the values of the other variables. Under this assumption, Theorem 4.1 remains valid if we replace the excess risk condition ([1.1](#KXS049M1x1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) by the weaker superadditivity condition ([1.2](#KXS049M1x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

The above theorem embraces those situations where *β* is obtained by dichotomizing a continuous variable. Results on the analysis of continuous variables have been independently obtained by [@KXS049C27] under a PO framework. These results are in substantial agreement with our method, although they focus attention on the situation in which one of the factors is binary.

4.1. Total vs. direct effects {#s4a}
-----------------------------

The model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a) admits either of the following two functional relationships for *Y* : $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} Y = f(A,B,W_1,W_2,U),\label{def4.1}\end{equation*}\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} Y =f'(A,B,W_1,U, U'),\label{def4.2} \end{equation*}\end{document}$$ where *f* and *f*′ are deterministic functions. Of the two relationships, the latter is *mediator free*, in the sense that none of its input variables is affected by (*A*,*B*). Such a relationship relies on the assumption that *W*~2~ depends on its influences in a deterministic way. Because the model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a) admits a mediator-free functional relationship for *Y* , it is called "fully deterministic". Under a fully deterministic model, it may be possible---subject to the structural and causal conditions of Theorem 4.1---to assess mechanistic interaction between the *total* effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* , via excess risk or superadditivity. In particular, under the model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a), this is possible under our theory by choosing the conditioning variable to be *C*≡*W*~1~, which then leads to essentially the same analysis one would perform within the traditional PO approach to mechanistic interaction. Note that ([4.2](#KXS049M4x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) defines a set of potential outcomes for *Y*, given (*A*,*B*), which are available *a priori* if (*U*,*U*′) are potentially observable, real-world quantities.

Things are different in those situations (illustrated by the model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(b)) where the mediator (variable *W*~2~ in our example) is modeled stochastically, which precludes the existence of a mediator-free functional relationship for *Y* of the type illustrated by ([4.2](#KXS049M4x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Under such *reduced determinism* models, because our theory prescribes conditioning on the stochastic mediator, we can no longer analyze interaction between *total* effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* . What we, in certain situations, can explore is interaction between the *direct* effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* *controlling for* the mediator ([@KXS049C16]). These are defined as the effects that operate under a hypothetical intervention that fixes the value of the mediator in all individuals. The additional assumptions for a valid analysis of mechanistic interaction between controlled direct effects are discussed in the following.

Let *H*⊆*W* be the mediator of the effect of (*A*,*B*) on *Y* that is involved as an input variable in the functional relationship for *Y* . In order that inference about direct effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* , controlling for *H*, be justified, we require the following stronger version of causal condition (1): $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\[(1a)\qquad Y \perp \perp (\sigma_{AB},\sigma_{H})|(A,B,W,U),\] \end{document}$$ where the regime indicator *σ*~*H*~ indicates whether *H* is manipulated or simply observed. This condition can be informally described as requiring that the effects of *A*, *B*, and *H* on *Y* be unconfounded, conditional on *U* and *W*. More formally, it requires that the functional dependence of *Y* on (*A*,*B*,*W*,*U*) continue to hold, and remain unchanged, when, in addition to *A* and *B*, also the values of the *H* variables are set by intervention. It then follows that with a reduced determinism model, under property (1a), when we condition on *H*, the relationship *Y* =*f*(*A*,*B*,*W*,*U*) describes the response we would observe were we able to intervene on *A* and *B* while, at the same time, interventionally fixing the *H* variables to a specific value. In such a case, if the remaining conditions of Theorem 4.1 are also satisfied, the method may provide evidence that *B* interferes with the direct effect of *A* on *Y* , controlled for *H*.

4.2. Augmented causal diagrams {#s4b}
------------------------------

It will often be possible to represent the assumed relationships between the various variables and regimes by means of an *augmented causal diagram* (ACD) ([@KXS049C8]). Exemplified by Figures [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a) and (b), this class of diagrams includes the relevant regime indicators in the form of additional (decision) nodes sending arrows into the variables they refer to. Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(b), for example, contains the regime indicators *σ*~*AB*~ and *σ*~*W*~2~~, this latter indicating whether *W*~2~ is manipulated or observed. Our causal conditions, as long as expressed in terms of conditional independence relationships between variables and indicators, can be checked on an ACD such as those of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"} with the aid of such graphical criteria as **d*-separation* ([@KXS049C12]) or its *moralization* equivalent ([@KXS049C15]). In particular, causal condition (1) and its stronger version, (1a), will hold so long as the set (*A*,*B*,*W*,*U*) contains all the parents of *Y* in the diagram.

5.. Illustrative study {#s5}
======================

We shall now analyze data from the retrospective study ([@KXS049C1]) described by Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}. For each incoming case, a corresponding control was selected by matching on the basis of the *W*~1~ proxies for social status. Experimental evidence suggests that the genetic variant represented by *A*, deleterious homozygosity at rs9939609, influences susceptibility to infarction through changes in eating behavior ([@KXS049C11]) and in the regulation of entry into cell division ([@KXS049C14]), these two independent mechanisms being represented in Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"} by the non-overlapping paths $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$A \rightarrow W_2 \rightarrow Y$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$A \rightarrow Y$\end{document}$, respectively. The mentioned studies support the assumption that both these pathways convey a monotonically increasing pro-infarction effect of *A*. In the following analysis, we let *α*=1 indicate *A*=1, with *α*=0 indicating otherwise. Under the positive monotonicity assumption that a decrease in *B* (average number of days per week of physical exercise) will not reduce the risk of infarction, we dichotomize this variable into *β*, which takes value 1 in the case of inactivity (*B*=0), and value 0 otherwise. We shall now carry out, and compare, analyses based on the full determinism model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a) and on the reduced determinism model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(b).

5.1. Analysis under full determinism {#s5a}
------------------------------------

We have seen in §2 that under the fully deterministic model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a), a functional dependence of *Y* on (*A*,*B*,*W*~1~) can be assumed, formally *Y* =*f*(*A*,*B*,*W*~1~,*U*,*U*′). If we then redefine *U*=(*U*,*U*′), then our causal and structural conditions are satisfied. This, in conjunction with the above-mentioned assumptions of monotonicity, justifies the use of the superadditivity condition ([1.2](#KXS049M1x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for testing mechanistic interaction between the total effects of *A* and *B* upon infarction. We perform this test by a logistic regression analysis, in which the conditioning on *C*≡*W*~1~ is effected through the matching. More formally, let the *ij* subscript index the *j*th member of matched pair *i* (with *i*=1,...,*n*). Then we assume that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\[ {\rm logit}\{ P(Y_{ij}=1) \mid \alpha_{ij}, \beta_{ij} \} = b_0 + b_A \alpha_{ij} + b_B \beta_{ij} + b_{AB} \alpha_{ij} \beta_{ij} + r_i, \] \end{document}$$ where *r*~*i*~ is the random effect for matched pair *i*. Maximum conditional likelihood estimates for (*b*~*A*~,*b*~*B*~,*b*~*AB*~) are reported in Table [1](#KXS049TB1){ref-type="table"}. It can be shown that the function of the unknown model parameters $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*}\label{eq5.1} \exp(b_A+b_B+b_{AB})-\exp(b_A)-\exp(b_B)+1 \end{equation*}\end{document}$$ yields the so-called *relative excess risk due to interaction* (RERI), defined by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\[ {\rm RERI} := (R_{11c} - R_{10c} - R_{01c} + R_{00c})/R_{00c}. \] \end{document}$$ As noted by [@KXS049C19] and [@KXS049C22], RERI is a function of relative risks and, hence, under mild assumptions about the sampling process, it can be estimated from case--control data. Positivity of RERI implies superadditivity, so that the problem reduces to testing for the positivity of ([5.1](#KXS049M5x1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). An approximate confidence interval for RERI can be constructed from the variance--covariance matrix of the parameter estimates via the delta method. Our data yielded an estimated value for RERI of 0.338, with a 95% confidence interval of (−0.4,1.3), representing insufficient evidence of interference of physical activity with the total effect of rs9939609 on infarction. Table 1.Results from the fitting of a conditional logistic model for the risk of premature myocardial infarction to the entire sample of matched cases and controls in the illustrative study on premature myocardial infarctionEffect estimateRelative riskStandard error*z*-value*p*-valueMinor homozygous at `rs9939609`0.181.200.131.410.16Physical inactivity0.501.650.133.850.00Minor homozygous × inactivity0.101.110.160.650.51[^1]

5.2. Analysis under reduced determinism {#s5b}
---------------------------------------

Consider now the reduced determinism model of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(b). We have seen in §4.1 that this model does not admit a mediator-free functional relationship for *Y* . It does, however, admit a functional relationship of the form *Y* =*f*(*A*,*B*,*W*~1~,*W*~2~,*U*), which leads to an analysis conditional on *C*=(*W*~1~,*W*~2~). With this proviso, the problem satisfies our causal and structural conditions, including (1a) because all the parents of *Y* belong to (*A*,*B*,*U*,*W*). Note that structural condition (3) is irrelevant here because *β* has been defined to take value 1 when *B* takes its lowest value. We conclude that superadditivity is here a valid condition for mechanistic interaction between the *direct* effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* , controlled for *W*~2~. These are, in fact, of primary scientific interest in the present study.

We adopt a regression approach to the analysis. We condition on *W*~1~ by matching cases with controls with respect to most of these variables, adjustment for the remaining ones being performed in the regression. We condition on *W*~2~ by restricting analysis to the stratum with a body mass index below 25 kg/m^2^, that is, by eliminating all matched pairs where at least one member exceeds the mentioned threshold, and by allowing the regression model to adjust for within-stratum variation of *W*~2~. See §2 of [supplementary material available at *Biostatistics* online](http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/biostatistics/kxs049/-/DC1) for a justification of the method. The fitting of a conditional logistic regression model for *Y* yielded the estimates of Table [2](#KXS049TB2){ref-type="table"}, which correspond to an estimated value for RERI of 1, with a 95% confidence interval of (0.4,1.85), representing strong evidence of superadditivity. This result suggests that physical activity may eliminate part of the rs9939609 pro-infarction effect that is not mediated by body mass. This conclusion we take with caution as it depends on the assumptions of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(b), notably on assuming the relationship between *W*~2~ and *Y* to be unconfounded conditional on *W*~1~. Table 2.Results from an analysis of the stratum of non-obese (1-to-1 matched) cases and controls in the illustrative study on premature myocardial infarctionEffect estimateRelative riskStandard error*z*-value*p*-valueMinor homozygous at rs9939609−0.220.810.32−0.680.50Physical inactivity−0.120.890.32−0.360.72Body mass index−0.030.970.05−0.620.54Drinking habit0.371.450.201.890.058Triglycerides0.011.010.005.054.39×10^−7^Minor homozygous × inactivity0.862.360.392.210.027[^2]

6.. Discussion {#s6}
==============

Mechanistic interaction has traditionally been tackled within a PO conceptualization of causality. Here, we have examined the problem from a decision-theoretic point of view ([@KXS049C9]), with special attention to the necessary assumptions of determinism. These include the "full determinism" assumption that all the variables along the paths from the causal factors to the outcome depend on their influences in a deterministic way, and the assumption that the functional relationships be deterministic in a "deep" (rather than "formal") sense. Both assumptions are illustrated by Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(a), where *Y* and the mediator *W*~2~ depend on their causes in a deterministic way, so that *Y* depends on (*A*,*B*) in a functional way. We have argued that full determinism is essential to justifying an analysis of mechanistic interaction between the total effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* .

The literature on mechanistic interaction has mostly insisted on total effects. But one will often be interested in mechanistic interaction between the *direct* effects of *A* and *B* on *Y* , controlling for a mediator. In such a case, we do not need to assume determinism about the mediator, but we do need to make a (possibly strong) assumption of no confounding of the mediator--outcome relationship. Strong assumptions of the latter kind are common in mediation analysis. Our method assists the researcher---whether interested in total or direct effects---in verifying whether the necessary conditions can be assumed to hold in the application of interest. Because these conditions take the form of conditional independence relationships, they can be checked with the aid of a causal diagram of the problem, when this exists. As a further methodological contribution, we have derived conditions under which the tests of mechanistic interaction are valid when one of *A* and *B* has been obtained by dichotomizing a continuous measurement.

In requiring the functional dependence of the output *Y* on its inputs, our development here has been in line with the approach taken in most current treatments of mechanistic interaction. An exception to this is the "stochastic counterfactuals" reformulation of [@KXS049C31]. We plan to explore, in future work, the possibility of an analogous relaxation within our own framework. It appears to us that, at any rate in its current formulation, this approach still fails to address stochastic mediator problems such as that of Figure [1](#KXS049F1){ref-type="fig"}(b).

Supplementary material {#s7}
======================

Sections 1 and 2 of the [supplementary material, available at http://www.biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org](http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/biostatistics/kxs049/-/DC1), contain a proof of Theorem 4.1, and a justification of our "reduced determinism" analysis.
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[^1]: The following variables were included as explanatory in the model: the presence of two copies of the minor rs9939609 allele (so-called minor homozygosity), and physical inactivity.

[^2]: These have been obtained by fitting of a conditional logistic model for risk, with the variables included as explanatory: presence of two copies of the minor rs9939609 allele (so-called minor homozygosity), physical inactivity, body mass index, triglycerides, and drinking habit. Further variables like sex, profession, age of the case at first infarction, and geographical origin are taken into account by the matching.
